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BIOGRAPHICAL: The Saalfield Publishing Company was founded in 1900 by Arthur J. Saalfield who had come to Akron to take over the publishing department of the Werner Company. The Werner Company wished to discontinue the publishing end of the business, and Mr. Saalfield acquired it. Although Saalfield published books on diverse subject matter, Mr. Saalfield recognized the dearth of good books for children. Saalfield soon became one of the largest and most important publishers of children’s books.

SCOPE AND CONTENT: This collection consists of books that were published by the Saalfield and Werner Publishing Companies, Akron.

ARRANGEMENT: In alphabetical order by author’s last name.

NOTE: These books are listed in alphabetical order by author, and then by title. Books that showed no specific author are interfiled by title. Oversized coloring books and puzzles are located at the very end.
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Alcott, Louisa M.
Eight Cousins, 1930. (Three copies, each has different hardcover.)
Little Men, 1928. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
Little Women, 1926 and 1929 editions.
An Old-Fashioned Girl, 1928. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
Under the Lilacs, 1935. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
The story of a bad boy

Aldridge, Janet
The Meadow-Brook Girls Across Country, 1913. (Plus one duplicate copy inside original box set.)
The Meadow-Brook Girls Afloat, 1913. (Plus one duplicate copy inside original box set.)
The Meadow-Brook Girls on the Tennis Courts, 1914.
The Meadow-Brook Girls in the Hills, 1914. *

Alger, Horatio Jr.
Joe’s Luck, undated.
Making His Way, undated.

Animal Stories: Story Book, date unknown.

Bancroft, Edith
   Jane Allen Center, 1920. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
   Jane Allen of the sub Team, 1917.
   Jane Allen Right Guard, 1918.

Bannerman, Helen
   Little Black Sambo, 1932.

Barbre, Myrtle
   A Child’s Book About Jesus, 1940.

Barnum, P. T.
   Animal Stories by P. T. Barnum, 1926.

Beach, Charles Amory (box set, taken out of original box)
   Air Service Boys in the Big Battle, 1919.
   Air Service Boys Over the Enemy’s Lines, 1919.
   Air Service Boys Over the Rhine, 1919.

Bertillon, Alphonse
   Signaletic Instructions Including the Theory and Practice of
   Anthropometrical Identification

*Billy Whiskers in Mischief: Continuing the Famous Billy Whiskers Series, 1926.

Blaine, Captain John
   The Boy Scouts on a Submarine, 1918.

Blank, Clair
   The Adventure Girls at K Bar O, 1936. (Two copies, each has hardcover.)

Bowen, R. Sidney
   Dave Dawson at Singapore, 1942.
   Dave Dawson in Libya, 1941.
   Dave Dawson on Patrol, 1941.
   Dave Dawson with the Air Corps, 1942.
   Dave Dawson with the Commandos, 1942.* (Three copies, different hardcovers.)
   Dave Dawson with the Flying Tigers, 1943.
   Dave Dawson with the Pacific Fleet, 1942.
Braden, James A.
The Auto-Boys, 1908 and 1911 editions.
The Auto-Boys’ Adventure, 1927.
The Auto-Boys’ Camp, 1911.
The Auto-Boys’ Outing, 1909. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
The Auto-Boys’ Quest, 1927.
The Auto-Boys’ Race, 1927.
The Auto-Boys’ Vacation, 1927.
The Cabin in the Clearing, 1904.
Captives Three, 1904, 1908, and 1927 editions.
Connecticut Boys in the Western Reserve, 1903, 1904, 1907, and 1908 editions.
Far Past the Frontier, 1902, 1903, and 1936 editions. (There are two copies of the 1902 edition, each has different color hardcover.
There are also five copies of the 1936 edition, four have different hardcovers, and one is a paperback.)
The Lone Indian, 1907 and 1936 editions.
The Trail of the Seneca, 1907 and 1936* editions. - (Three copies of the 1907 edition, each has different hardcover. There are also two copies of the 1936 edition, each has different hardcover.)
Two Pioneer Boys, 1902

Brown, William Perry
Florida Lads, 1903.

Browne, Frances
Granny’s Wonderful Chair, 1928.

Browning, Robert
The Pied Piper of Hamelin, 1926.

Byrne, Mary Agnes
Peggy-Alone, 1927. (Two copies)

Carr, Annie Roe
Nan Sherwood at Palm Beach, 1921.
Nan Sherwood’s Winter Holidays, 1916.

Carroll, Lewis
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in Words if One Syllable, 1908.
Through the Looking-Glass in Words of One Syllable, 1908.
Through the Looking-Glass, undated.
Castlemon, Harry
    A Struggle for a Fortune, 1908.

Chalmers, Amy D. V.
    Madge Morton’s Secret, 1914.
    Madge Morton’s Trust, 1914.
    Madge Morton’s Victory, 1914. * (Two copies)

Chamberlin, Ethel Clere
    Shoes, Ships and Sealing-Wax, 1928.

The Children’s Best Story Book, 1922.

Chinn, Laurene Chambers
    Poco and the Parrot, 1947.

Clemens, Samuel L.
    The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 1931. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)

Clinton, Charles T.
    Our Gang, 1934.*

Cobb, Captain Frank
    An Aviator’s Luck, 1921 and 1927 editions.
    Battling the Clouds, 1921.

Coleman, Helen
    Little Travelers Around the World, 1907.

Collodi, C.
    Pinocchio, 1924 and 1939 editions. (Two copies of the 1924 edition, different hardcovers.)

Cooper, James Fenimore
    The Spy, 1936.

Darlington, Edgar B. P.
    The Circus Boys on the Flying Rings, 1910.
    The Circus Boys on the Plains, 1920.

Defoe, Daniel
    The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, undated.
    Robinson Crusoe, in Shorter Form for the Child, 1922.
Dickens, Charles  
A Christmas Carol, 1929.

Dodge, Mary Mapes  
Hans Brinker (Three copies: 1925 edition; 1943 edition; one undated.)

Durston, George  
The Boy Scouts’ Challenge, 1921.  
The Boy Scouts on the Trail, 1921. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)  
The Boy Scouts to the Rescue, 1921. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)  
The Boy Scouts Victory, 1921.

The Fairy Story Book, 1933.

Fairy Story Dot Book, 1934*.

Field, Eugene  
Wynken Blynken and Nod and Other Verses, 1950.

Flower, Jessie Graham  
Grace Harlowe in the Black Hills, 1923.  
Grace Harlowe in the Yellowstone National Park, 1923.

Foster, James  
Lost in the Wilds of Brazil, 1933.

Fun With Words, 1950*.

Galt, Katherine Keene  
The Girl Scouts Rally, 1921. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)

Gilbert, Henry  
King Arthur, date unknown. (Two copies, each has different hardcover, each does not show date.)  
Robin Hood. (Four copies: 1925, 1929, and two that show no date.)


Graham, Lynda  
Pinky Marie, 1939.

Grey, Zane  
The Last Trail, 1940.  
The Spirit of the Border, 1940.
Hamer, Katherine Greenland
    Jack and the Bean Stalk, 1912.

Hancock, H. Irving
    Dave Darrin’s First Year at Annapolis, 1910.
    Dave Darrin’s Second Year at Annapolis, 1911. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
    Dave Darrin’s Third Year at Annapolis, 1911.
    Dave Darrin’s Fourth Year at Annapolis, 1911.
    Dick Prescott’s First Year at West Point, 1910.

Hancock, Irving H. (cont.)
    Dick Prescott’s Second Year at West Point, 1911. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
    Uncle Sam’s Boys in the Philippines, 1912.

Hanes, DeWitt
    The Big Opportunity, 1934

Happy School Memories, 1921. (This was a scrapbook that Saalfield published, this particular one was owned by a Helen Stewart.)

Happy Stories, 1949*.

Harkness, Peter T.
    Andy the Acrobat, 1907.

Hart, Philip
    The Black Skimmer, 1929.
    The Mysterious Trail, 1934. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)

Hawley, Mabel C.
    Four Little Blossoms and Their Winter Fun, 1920.
    Four Little Blossoms at Brookside Farm, 1920.
    Four Little Blossoms at Sunrise Beach, 1929.
    Four Little Blossoms on Apple Tree Island, 1921.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel
    Tanglewood Tales, 1930.

Hayes, Nina
    Granny’s Birds, 1947.
Hellman, Sam, Lehman, Gladys and Tugend, Harry
Shirley Temple in The Poor Little Rich Girl, 1936

Henty, G. A.
Among Malay Pirates, date unknown.

Here’s Fun for Young and Old! Dunninger’s Magic Tricks, 1951*.

Here’s Fun (Games for Boys and Girls), 1943.

Hoerle, Helen
The Story of Freddy Bartholomew, 1935*.

Home and School Stories, 1904.

Hope, Laura Lee
The Bobbsey Twins, 1940. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
The Moving Picture Girls, 1914.
The Moving Picture Girls Snowbound, 1914.
The Moving Picture Girls Under the Palms, 1914

Hughes, Thomas
Tom Brown’s School Days, date unknown.

Hugo, Victor
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, date unknown.

Hunting, Gardner
Barry Dare and the Mysterious Box, 1929. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)

Ireland, Mary E.
Hilda’s Mascot, 1927.

Irving, Washington
Rip Van Winkle with The Nurnberg Stove (by Ouida), 1927.

Joe the Chimpanzee, 1903.

Lavell, Edith
Linda Carlton-Air Pilot, 1931.
Linda Carlton’s Island Adventure, 1931. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
Linda Carlton’s Ocean Flight, 1931. (Two copies, different cover sleeves.)
Lee, Edgar  
Black Beauty in Words of One Syllable, 1905.

Leighton, Robert  
Sergeant Silk, The Prairie Scout, 1929.

Leonhart, Rudolph  
The Wild Rose of the Beaver: Two Border Tales of the 18th Century, 1886 [Werner & Lohmann, Akron, predecessor to Werner Publishing]

Library of Natural History, 1901. Volumes 1-6. (Many authors.)

Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner [Robinson Crusoe in Words of One Syllable] 1911.

Little Lord Fauntleroy: Starring Freddie Bartholomew, 1936.

Long, Helen Beecher  

McAlister, Hugh  
Conquerer of the High Road, 1930.  
Flight of the Silver Ship, 1930.  
The Mystery at Roaring Brook Farm, 1931.  
Sea Gold, 1931. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)  
Steve Holworth of the Oldham Works, 1930.  
A Viking of the Sky, 1930. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)

MacDonald, George  
At the Back of the North Wind, 1927.  
The Princess and the Curdie, 1927.  
The Princess and the Goblin, 1927.

McNeil, Marion L.  
‘Round the Mulberry Bush, 1933.

Maitland, Robert Major  
The Boy Scout Fire Fighters, 1912.

Mama’s Old Time Jingles, 1926. (cloth book.)*

Martin, Eugene  
Randy Starr Above Stormy Seas, 1931.  
Randy Starr After an Air Prize, 1931.  
Randy Starr Leading the Air Circus, 1932.
Masefield, John
Jim Davis, 1926.

May, Elizabeth
Flower Babies, 1905.

May, Sophie
Little Prudy’s Fairy Book, date unknown

Mayol, Lurline Bowles
The Talking Totem Pole, 1930.

Melville, Herman
Moby Dick, 1931.

Merrymen, Mildred Plew
Mister Wubbles Bubbles, 1936.

Molesworth, Mrs.
The Cuckoo Clock, 1927.

Montgomery, Frances Trego
Billy Whiskers’ Frolics, 1923.
On a Lark to the Planets, 1904.

Morrison, Gertrude W.
The Girls of Central High on the Stage, 1914.

Mother Goose at Home, 1915*.

Mother Goose Rhymes, 1922.

Mulock, Miss
The Little Lame Prince, 1924.

Naylor, James Ball
The Cabin in the Big Woods, 1904.
Ralph Marlowe, 1901.
The Sign of the Prophet, 1908.
Under Mad Anthony’s Banner, 1913.

New York World’s Fair 1939 Scrap Book, 1939*.
Norris, June
   Dotzie the Dancey Duck, 1936.

North, Grace May
   Meg of Mystery Mountain, 1926.
   Sisters, 1928

Norton, Carol
   Phantom Town Mystery, 1933.

O’Neil, Harry F.
   Bronco Bill, undated.*

Otis, James
   Down the Slope, 1899 and 1903 editions.

Ouida, Louisa de la Rame
   A Dog of Flanders, 1926 and 1927* editions. (There are four copies of the
   1927 edition, all have different hardcovers.)

Patchin, Frank Gee
   The Battleship Boy’s First Step Upward, 1911.
   The Battleship Boys in Foreign Service, 1911.
   The Pony Rider Boys in New Mexico, 1910.
   The Pony Rider Boys with the Texas Rangers, 1920.

Picture Hunt, 1950.*

Pollard, Josephine
   Wonderful Stories of the Bible, 1937.

Powell, Van
   The Haunted Hangar, 1932. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
   The Mystery Crash, 1932. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
   The Vanishing Air Liner, 1932.

Presidents of the United States to Color, 1965.


Rae, John
   Lucy Locket, the Doll with the Pocket, 1928.

Randall, Homer
   Army Boys in France, 1919.
Red Network Stories for Children-A Collection of Stories Which are Favorites with Children Over the Radio, 1929.

Richards, Milton
Dick Kent, Fur Trader, 1927.
Tom Blake’s Mysterious Adventure, 1929. (Two copies, one is donation.)
The Valdmere Mystery, 1929.

Roberson, Harriette Gunn
Mary of Magdala, 1909.

Robinson, Alvord D.
The Arithametic Help, 1924.

Rowe, Louise
Can You Find the Pup? 1945.*

Rumpelstiltzkin, date unknown.*

Saalfield’s Standard Webstet’s Pronouncing Dictionary, 1900.

Seeing Japan with Lowell Lewis, 1937.

Seuss, Dr.
The Seven Lady Godivas, 1939.

Sewell, Anna
Black Beauty, 1924. (Three copies, each has different hardcover.)

Shankland, Frank North
Friends of the Forest, 1932.

Sharp, Ann Pearsall
Little Garden People and What They Do, 1938.

Shattuck, Winfred
The Peddler of Colored Threads, 1962.

Sheldon, Ruth Louise
Dolly: Daughter of New England, 1905

Shirley Temple: The Real Little Girl and Her Own Honolulu Diary, 1938.

Shirley Temple’s Favorite Poems, 1936.

Sidney, Margaret
  Five Little Peppers and How They Grew. (2 copies)

Spyri, Johanna
  Cornelli, 1926. (Two copies, each has different hardcover.)
  Heidi, 1924.
  A Little Swiss Boy, 1926. (Two copies, different sizes.)
  Maxa’s Children, 1926.
  Moni the Goat Boy, 1926.
  Uncle Titus in the Country, 1926. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)

Stevenson, Robert Louis
  The Black Arrow, 1926. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
  Kidnapped, 1926. (Three copies, different hardcovers.)
  Treasure Island, 1924. (Three copies, different sizes and hardcovers.)

Stewart, Jane L.
  A Campfire Girl in Summer Camp, 1914.
  A Campfire Girl’s Adventure, 1914.
  A Campfire Girl’s First Council Fire, 1914.
  A Campfire Girl’s Test of Friendship, 1914.
  The Campfire Girls at Long Lake, 1914. (2 copies, different covers)

Stoddard, John L.
  Napoleon: from Corsica to St. Helena, 1903

The Three Bears, A Linen Like Story Book, date unknown.*

The Three Little Pigs, A Linen Like Story Book, date unknown.*

Thurston, Ernest L.
  Tongues of Flame, 1934.

The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, 1962.

Twain, Mark
  The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 1931. (Paperback)
  Huckleberry Finn, undated. (Paperback)*

Watson, Jeannette Grace
  Ole Ann and Other Stories, 1905

Webster, Frank V.
The Young Treasure Hunter, 1937.

Wheeler, F. G.
   Billy Whiskers at the Circus, 1910* and 1913 editions.

Winfield, Arthur M.
   A Young Inventor’s Pluck, 1901.

Winner, Doc.
   Elmer and His Dog Spot, 1935.*

Woodruff, Anne Helena
   The Pond in the Marshy Meadow, 1906.

Woods, Ruth Maurine
   The Little Wooden Pony, 1946.
Wyckoff, Capwell
The Mystery at Lake Retreat, 1931.
The Mystery Hunters at Lakeside Camp, 1934.
The Mystery of Gaither Cove, 1932.
The North Point Cabin Mystery, 1932. (Two copies, different hardcovers.)
The Secret of the Armor Room, 1930.

Wyman, L. P.
Donald Price’s Victory, 1930.

Wyss, Jean Rudolph
The Swiss Family Robinson, 1924 (plus 2 copies, undated).

Yonge, Charlotte M.
The Little Duke, 1932.

Zieman, Gilette, Mrs. and Hugo
The White House Cook Book, 1923.

Oversize, Coloring Books, Paper Dolls and Puzzles
A-B-C to Color, 1943.*
All-Round Fun: An Activity Box, 1952 (There are eight “activity” books inside this box).*
Baby Brother Paper Doll, date unknown.*
Basic Shapes to Learn and Color, date unknown.
“Big Tiny-Tot Puzzle” – 3 puzzles: kitten, rooster, bunny
Christmas Stocking Coloring Book, date unknown.*
Double Date Paper Dolls, date unknown.*
Draw with Dots, 1951.
Drawing and Tracing Book, 1935.*
Easy Pictures to Color, date unknown.
Fighters For Freedom Coloring Book, 1943.
Junior Jigsaw Puzzle, date unknown.
My Mother, the Car-A Coloring Book, 1965.
Paper Doll Babies, date unknown.*
Patty’s Flowers to color, date unknown.

Playthings to Color, date unknown.

Puppy Coloring Book, date unknown.

Put Together and Paste Without Paste, 1943.*

Springtime Coloring Book, date unknown.


3 Fuzzy Puzzles, 1957.

2 Pre-School Inlaid Puzzles, date unknown.

3 Inlaid Puzzles, date unknown.

Trace and Color, 1943.*

Tracing Book, 1946.

Tracing Book, 1944.
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